
PAULINE KAEL ESSAYS

In this weekâ€™s issue, I write about Pauline Kael, who was a New Yorker film critic from to , and whose reviewing
helped establish several movies of the late sixties and seventies as classics. When they canâ€™t stand Kaelâ€™s
reviews, it tends to have something to do with.

The designs and scenes paid homage to Picasso, Braque, Klee, and Bonnard, as well as to medieval and Celtic
art, which Jess had been exposed to during his previous year in Europe. If she hated it, other critics were
forced to respond loudly for fear of being drowned out by the deluge of her overwhelming following. She
viewed his motifs as indulgences, not intellectual or emotional echoes. Though only 4'9" in height, Kael, akin
to a small, vicious dog, did not back down to anyone, and her confrontations make up the most captivating
aspects of the biography. Nathan Heller began contributing to The New Yorker in and joined the magazine as
a staff writer in  Yet perhaps most astonishingly and in spite of its reputation , this is not an outright rave. He
read her criticism voraciously growing up and said that Kael was "as influential as any director was in helping
me develop my aesthetic". She mingled casual and emotive musings with wry observations rooted in her
formal education, which she wore loosely, like an old concert t-shirt. Just before the movie appeared, Kael had
been feeling gloomy about the sorts of movies Hollywood was turning out; she thought too few risks were
being taken in the mainstream, and that over-burnished pictures were running tangent to American life. But
she drills down on these insights, at the hard truths beneath them. Kael reaffirmed the importance of the quirky
personal voice and the supremacy of the gut feeling; elevated the autobiographical and the anecdotal as key
evidence in the critical argument; and invited popular culture to be an equal player with high culture. It made
quite a stir and permanently alienated Andrew Sarris and a number of other critics, foreshadowing the
numerous enemies she would continue to make both inside and outside the industry. With the voice of Sarah
Jessica Parker narrating for Kael, the film is a portrait of the work of the film critic and her influence on the
male-dominated worlds of cinema and film criticism. Her sensibility is more that of the nineteenth century
American natural philosophers like Ralph Waldo Emerson: her allegiance was to individual experience, with
all of its internal inconsistencies, not to any one critical theory. Coinciding with a job at the high-circulation
women's magazine McCall's , Kael as Newsweek put it in a profile "went mass". Today, mainstream
entertainment journalism is so hand-in-glove with Hollywood in terms of what is and is not worth praise and
attentionâ€”so tied up with promotional campaigns and fan-boy fervorâ€”that journalists are bewildered and
suspicious when they encounter someone who consistently deviates from that consensus. The youngest
daughter of Polish-Jewish immigrants, Kael grew up on a chicken ranch in Petaluma, a Jewish farming
community in Sonoma County, California, and later, when her father lost the ranch, in San Francisco. Kael
was an opponent of the auteur theory , criticizing it both in her reviews and in interviews. For if people cannot
feel Shoeshine, what can they feel? Where they are I don't know. They are so delicately modulated â€¦ that
romance and rot are one. Kael brought the coffee house into the movie theater, and in doing so brought a new
dimension to the American movie going experience. But in the arena of film criticism, her voice, and her
electric influence, have hardly receded in the two decades since she stopped reviewing for the New Yorker.
Attaching the contrarian label to Kael suggests a willful attempt to dismiss her judgments and criticisms as
arbitrary; different just for the sake of being different. These were fairly radical notions at the time for an
American critic, anyway , that a popular art form like film should not only be provocative, but was better for it
â€” and at the very least, it was a radical idea for the tony pages of the New Yorker. Impressed, he offered
Kael a reviewing assignment on the spot. The velocity of her writing, its stylishness and wit, all communicated
the terms of engagement. I had never experienced such a brazen, bald-faced barrage of disinformation. But
sometimes when I'm in a theater I can feel them. His aesthetic vision and intellectual muscle transformed the
landscape of American arts. From her perch at The New Yorker, where she worked from until , Kael taught
the country how to read movies in an era before film studies was a staple of any college curriculum. As a
prose stylist, she was inventive and unmistakable â€” hers is a voice that gets caught in the ear, jazzy, witty
and warm. Yet our tears for each other, and for Shoeshine did not bring us together. In a way, Kael never left
the coffee house: more people just started listening in.


